Sanlorenzo amongst the protagonists of the 61st Genoa Boat Show with a fleet of 10 models
On display also the new asymmetric SL90A
Press release, 15 September 2021 - Sanlorenzo confirms its participation in the 61st Genoa Boat Show, an
unmissable event for the shipyard which, once again, chooses this prestigious international showcase to tell
its story and present the latest additions to its fleet. From 16th to 21st September, Sanlorenzo lands in
Genoa with no less than 10 models, selected to represent the entire range, including the new asymmetric
SL90A, making its Italian debut.
Thanks to her innovative layout, the SL90A consolidates the theme of asymmetry in smaller dimensions
than her sister ships (SL96A, SL102A, SL120A), on a yacht under 30 metres, keeping only the starboard side
door and eliminating the port side, which is taken up to the roof of the structure, enlarging the salon on
the maindeck and providing more space and light with full-height side windows that look directly out to
sea on the port side.
The asymmetrical configuration allows for a layout with the owner's cabin and main deck saloon at the
samelevel, a solution normally found on larger yachts. The owner's cabin benefits from dedicated access to
the bow area, while the fly and bow area are connected to each other, with a large sun pad integrated
into the full-beam superstructure.
Resulting in a stylistic synthesis that favours lightness and a perfect balance of the spaces, the SL90A also
features "One Way" glazing which, being chromatically similar to the hull externally, dematerialises the
perception of empty spaces and reinforces the sense of cleanliness and aesthetic continuity.
Completing the company's presentation are ten models ranging from 24 to 38 metres that illustrate the
timeless style, advanced technology and extremely high levels of craftsmanship and sartorial expertise of
the three ranges in Sanlorenzo's yacht fleet:
- SL78 and SL86 from the planing range, which distinguishes it self for its elegant, balanced lines and the
innovations introduced on board, such as lowering the bulwark at saloon height to let more light in through
the large windows.
- SL96A, the entry level of the asymmetrical line, and SL102A, the first model in the range launched in 2018,
revolutionise the canonical layout of a yacht by giving extra space to the interiors and direct contact with
the sea.
- SX76, SX88 and SX112, the three models of the innovative crossover range, a synthesis of the classic
motor yachts with flying bridge and the explorer type, born from the desire to propose a new type of yacht,
transversal with respect to different segments.
- SD96, evolution of Sanlorenzo's historic line of semi-displacement yachts, offers more space and
opportunities than yachts of equal size and impeccable proportions thanks to the great balance achieved
between design and volume.
- SD126, flagship of the Sanlorenzo semi-displacement range, craft that allow great autonomy to reach
even the most distant destinations.
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